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Martin v. Kristensen
2021 UT 17 (May 27, 2021)
Key takeaway: temporary order for occupancy of a marital residence in
divorce proceedings functioned like a temporary possession order
in an unlawful detainer proceeding, but did not affect the availability of
statutory remedies for unlawful detainer.

Martin v. Kristensen
2021 UT 17
Background (taken from ct of appeals opinion)
●

Before and after their marriage in 1995, Yvonne Martin
and Petter Kristensen signed prenups/postnups that
they did not intend to share ownership of any property;

●

The couple lived in a house bought by Yvonne in 1999,
which her father-in-law, Frank, contributed to the
purchase price and got an undivided ½ interest. In 2003,
Yvonne did a cash-out reﬁ without Frank’s knowing,
which essentially eliminated his equity. The couple and
Frank all came to a solution– Frank would pay off the
then mortgage in exchange for full ownership, and
Yvonne would keep the money from the reﬁ;

●

Yvonne quitclaimed the property to Frank, and the
couple continued to live in the property under a tenancy
at will–with no rent being paid to Frank as he had
agreed to pay off the mortgage;

Martin v. Kristensen
2021 UT 17
Background
●

Petter left the home in 2008 when Yvonne was granted
a protective order from him, and she thereafter ﬁled for
divorce;

●

Immediately after the divorce ﬁling, Frank served Yvonne
a notice to vacate and, after she refused to do so, ﬁled
for unlawful detainer; Yvonne then ﬁled to quiet title
against Frank and Petter, claiming she was coerced into
deeding Frank the property;

●

In the divorce proceedings, the Court issued temporary
orders awarding Yvonne temporary use and possession
of the marital residence;

●

The unlawful detainer case went to a jury trial in 2014,
and the jury rejected the duress argument and found
Yvonne in unlawful detainer; the court then quieted title
to Frank;

Martin v. Kristensen
2021 UT 17
Background
●

Yvonne ﬁnally vacated in 2015, and at a new
trial on damages for unlawful detainer,
Frank’s damages were found to be over
$200k, which the court found needed to be
trebled under statute, plus atty fees, the total
ﬁnal judgment to Frank being nearly $1m;

●

Yvonne appealed, asserting Frank had no
remedy for unlawful detainer where her
possession was lawful under the divorce
court’s temporary orders.

●

The court of appeals afﬁrmed, and Yvonne
petitioned for cert.

Martin v. Kristensen
2021 UT 17
Opinion
●

The Court rejected Yvonne’s argument that her possession was lawful (as authorized by divorce ct) and cannot be a basis
for remedies for unlawful detainer.

●

The unlawful detainer provisions of Utah code make clear that a temp possession order does not deprive a landlord of
remedy upon eventual determination of unlawful detainer on ﬁnal judgment;

●

Such order may make possession lawful for case’s pendency, but landlord’s full remedy remains available on ﬁnal judgmnt

●

Utah code attempts to avoid outsized treble damages by establishing framework to quickly and clearly resolve
landlord/tenant conﬂicts by allowing expedited proceedings–of which Yvonne did not take advantage;

●

If unlawful detainer is entered by judgement, the award of trebled damages and reasonable attorney fees is mandatory,
and availability unaffected by prior order for temporary possession;

●

Yvonne assumed a risk when she remained in the home during quiet title/eviction proceedings. Her gamble turned out to be
a bad one. Much of the trial delays were Yvonne’s own doing; at the very least, she chose not to expedite the proceedings

Shree Ganesh v. Weston Logan
2021 UT 21 (June 17, 2021)
Key takeaway: A “material element” of property in real estate disclosures is not
limited to physical defects or conditions on the land, but encompasses any matter
or information that would have been an important factor in the buyer’s decision to
purchase the real estate.

Shree Ganesh, LLC v. Weston Logan
2021 UT 21
Background
●

Shree Ganesh entered contract with Weston Logan
to buy the Best Western Inn in Logan;

●

While negotiating, Weston Logan was also
developing another hotel in Logan. Though initially
intended to be built 2.5 miles from the Best Western,
Weston Logan settled on a site directly across the
street from the Best Western before the agreement
with Shree Ganesh closed;

●

Shree Ganesh was aware of plans for a new hotel 2.5
miles away, but Weston Logan never disclosed the
change of plans to develop across the street;

●

Once discovered, Shree Ganesh sued Weston Logan
for failing to disclose its plans, asserting claims of
breach of contract and fraudulent nondisclosure,
arguing that constructing a competing hotel across
the street signiﬁcantly reduced the market value of
the property.

●

District court granted summary judgment to Weston
Logan, and Shree Ganesh appealed.

Shree Ganesh, LLC v. Weston Logan
2021 UT 21
Breach of Contract Claims
Shree Ganesh argued that Weston Logan breached two provision of the purchase agreement:
1. That Weston Logan disclose “all . . . written agreements . . . which affect the Property.”
●

As to #1, the district court had found that this provision only required disclosure of agreements involving
the real property being sold, not those having an “indirect impact” on the hotel business or future
proﬁtability of the Best Western hotel business.

●

On appeal, the Supreme Court reasoned that if a contractual term or provision is ambiguous as to the
parties’ intent, genuine issues of material fact remain, and summary judgment is not appropriate;

●

The Court disagreed that this provision was unambiguous, as there was a genuine dispute as to what “the
Property” refers to: either solely the real estate upon which the Best Western is built, or the real estate
with a hotel business.

●

Because the agreement deﬁned “the Property” as the “89 Unit Best Western Plus Weston Inn located at
[address]...,” the Court found that this, as well as other references in the agreement, suggested that the
parties were not concerned only with the transfer of real property, but with the transfer of property that
would continue to be used for the operation of a Best Western hotel.

Shree Ganesh, LLC v. Weston Logan
2021 UT 21
Breach of Contract Claims
Shree Ganesh argued that Weston Logan breached two provision of the purchase agreement:
2. That Weston Logan was prohibited from “do[ing] any act, or enter[ing] into any agreements of any
kind that materially change the value of the Property.”
●

Similar to #1, the district court had found that this provision only pertained to material changes to
the real property being sold.

●

The Supreme Court rejected the district court’s conclusion for the same reason as #1. The parties
clearly intended to transfer what was necessary to continue the operation of the Property as a
hotel business. It is reasonable to interpret this as prohibiting Weston Logan from engaging in acts
that would harm Shree Ganesh’s operation of that business.

Shree Ganesh, LLC v. Weston Logan
2021 UT 21
Fraudulent Nondisclosure Claim
Shree Ganesh argued that Weston Logan committed tort of fraudulent nondisclosure by failing to disclose
information about their plans to build competing hotel across the street.
To prevail on fraudulent nondisclosure claim, plaintiff must prove 3 elements:
○
○
○

1. The defendant had a legal duty to communicate information;
2. The defendant knew of the information, and
3. The nondisclosed information was material.

●

The district court had dismissed this claim because it concluded Weston Logan did not breach a legal duty to
communicate the information at issue.

●

The Supreme Court reviewed prior cases where the court had found “material elements” other than mere
physical defects on the land, but instances of information affecting the viability of economic operations or
business earnings.

●

The Court held that “‘material element’ of property is not limited to physical defects or conditions on the
land. Rather, it encompasses any matter or information that would have been an important factor in a buyer's
decision to purchase the real estate. Under this deﬁnition, information that could substantially decrease the
Property's market value or future economic potential could be deemed (based on the speciﬁc facts in the
case) a material element.”

Kiernan Family Draper, LLC v.
Hidden Valley Health Ctrs.
2021 UT 54 (September 2, 2021)
Key takeaway: The statute of limitations on a contract claim that a breaching

party exceeded the scope of a contractual easement cannot be circumvented by
casting the claim as a property rights action for violation of an easement.
(shortcutted prescriptive easement??)

Kiernan Family Draper v. Hidden Valley Health Ctrs.
2021 UT 54
Background
●

In early 90’s, the predecessors of Kiernan Family
Draper (KFD) and Hidden Valley Health Ctrs
(Hidden Valley) entered into an agreement to
co-develop their two properties into a shopping
center, including a KMart parcel, and an adjacent
parcel hosting other buildings, including a
Payless Shoe store

●

KFD and Hidden Valley respectively took
ownership in the properties, with KFD now
owning the KMart parcel, while Hidden Valley
owned the adjacent parcel which now features
the Treehouse Athletic Club (the Payless store
had been portioned off as a separate parcel);

Kiernan Family Draper v. Hidden Valley Health Ctrs.
2021 UT 54
Background
●

The existing CC&R’s provided that the 2
properties were to maintain a ratio of 4
parking spaces per 1k sq ft of ﬂoor area
on each parcel and provided for
cross-parking easements for the
properties;

●

Declaration also included an anti-waiver
provision stating either party’s failure to
enforce provision of Declaration “shall not
be construed as a waiver” of that
provision;

●

In 1999, KFD and Hidden Valley
amended the CC&R’s and Hidden Valley
negotiated a larger building footprint,
which reduced available space for
parking, but the 4-space ratio remained;

●

When Hidden Valley ﬁnished
construction in 2002, it fell short of
parking obligation, but KFD waited to sue
until 2017;

Kiernan Family Draper v. Hidden Valley Health Ctrs.
2021 UT 54
Background
●

In 2017, KFD ﬁled breach of contract claims
over the parking issues;

●

During discovery, KFD learned that Hidden
Valley had recently restriped its parking lot
just before the lawsuit, removing an
additional 4 spaces;

●

Hidden Valley moved for summary judgment
claiming time-barred by 6-year SOL;

●

KFD argued (1) SOL didn’t apply because
operating under-parked business was a
continuing breach; and (2) SOL would
effectively give Hidden Valley greater
easement on KFD lot;

2016

Kiernan Family Draper v. Hidden Valley Health Ctrs.
2021 UT 54
Background
●

District court ruled KFD’s claims were
time-barred because initial breach was 2002
construction, and daily operation did not harm
KFD beyond initial breach;

●

The court nevertheless granted summary
judgment to KFD for Hidden Valley’s 2017
restriping, but because of the SOL ruling, would
measure breach by “whatever difference [that]
made to the status quo at the time;”

●

At a trial to consider damages for the 2017
restriping, the court concluded NO damages
because KFD’s only tenant went out of business
the year before, resulting in no loss to KFD;

●

KFD appealed SOL determination, limiting
recovery to post-2002 status quo; alternatively,
KFD asked to court to hold that Hidden Valley did
not qualify for a prescriptive easement;

2016

Kiernan Family Draper v. Hidden Valley Health Ctrs.
2021 UT 54
Opinion
The Statute of Limitations Bars KFD from Enforcing Parking Provision as Written
●

The Supreme Court concluded that because of the anti-waiver provisions, KFD had not waived the parking
provision’s prohibition of a ratio of less than 4 spaces per 1k sq ft of ﬂoor area on Hidden Valley’s parcel. But, the
Court qualiﬁed, “an antiwaiver provision may not circumvent the statute of limitations for contract claims. So
although a party may not have waived a contractual right by waiting for ﬁle suit, the [SOL] may still bar it from
recovering for harm caused by a breach of that right.”

●

Parties cannot contract around SOL: “a stipulation contained in a written instrument, waiving the defense of the
statute of limitations permanently, as to any breach of contract that might occur in the future, is void and
unenforceable as contrary to public policy."

●

Because KFD cannot seek a remedy for the 2002 breach, the Court could “see no way to conclude that Kiernan can
nevertheless enforce the parking ratio as written based on [the] 2017 breach.” (emphasis added);

●

Such enforcement would go beyond remedying harm from 2017 breach to require “revival of stale demands.” By
letting SOL expire on its claims arising in 2002, KFD limited its recovery to the damages ﬂowing from 2017 breach.

Kiernan Family Draper v. Hidden Valley Health Ctrs.
2021 UT 54
Opinion
KFD’s Prescriptive Easement Argument Fails
●

KFD alternatively argued that the district court erred in effectively granting Hidden Valley a greater cross-parking
easement than the one for which the parties had contracted;

●

To obtain a prescriptive easement, a party "must establish a [property] use that is (1) open, (2) notorious, (3)
adverse, and (4) continuous for at least 20 years." But "an easement created in a declaration of covenants,
conditions and restrictions is an express easement, the terms of which are interpreted according to traditional
rules of contractual constuction." So the scope of Hidden Valley's easement is governed by the Declaration.

●

KFD’s reliance on the terms of the Declaration to allege encroachment reveals the true nature of its appealed
claim–KFD is challenging Hidden Valley’s deﬁcient performance under the parties’ contract.

●

One cannot circumvent the statute of limitations on a contract claim that a breaching party exceeded the scope
of a contracted easement by casting its claim as an action for violation of an easement. KFD’s claim is subject to
the statute of limitations even though it has alleged harm to a property right.

Hayes v. Intermountain
GeoEnvironmental Services
2021 UT 62 (November 4, 2021)
Key takeaway: Suing over a bad geotechnical report is a claim
for defective “design” under Economic Loss Statute, because
report is necessary component of structural design

Hayes v. IGES
2021 UT 46
Background
●

10 years prior to construction of the Hayes’
home, IGES performed a favorable
geotechnical report, having bored a distance
of 50 feet and concluded that the sloped area
was stable and suitable for development

●

Months after moving in, the Hayes noticed
the walls and foundation cracking, and hired
a new engineering ﬁrm that found failure
surfaces 65 feet below the structure.

●

The home was eventually condemned, and
the Hayes sued IGES for various torts

Hayes v. IGES
2021 UT 46
District Court
●

IGES moved to dismiss citing common
law economic loss rule and the
Economic Loss Statute (“ELS”);

●

IGES noted a common law exception
for a duty independent of any
contractual relationship, but argued it
had no such duty to Hayeses, and
even if so, the ELS applies;

●

District Court granted dismissal and
Hayeses appealed.

Hayes v. IGES
2021 UT 46
Court of Appeals (2019 UT App 112)
●
●
●

●

Common law econ loss rule was judicially created to mark the boundary between contract
law and tort law;
Utah’s statutory version only applies to “actions for defective design or construction,” and
common law continues to apply to cases beyond scope of statute;
Court of appeals afﬁrmed, holding the claims were subject to the ELS as “action for
defective design or construction.”
Holding: “A lawsuit that seeks recovery from a design professional—including a geotechnical
engineer—for the diminution in value of (or costs to repair) a structure that has settled or
sustained damage as a result of subsidence will nearly always be properly categorized as a
lawsuit seeking recovery for defective design or construction.”

Hayes v. IGES
2021 UT 46
Supreme Court opinion, 2021 UT 46:
Interpreting action for “design” under ELS:
●

The Court looked to other statutory references to conclude that the
legislature views construction design quite comprehensively:
○
○
○

●
●

Prof licensing deﬁnes “design professional” to include engineers;
Real property SOL on “design” protects those performing “studies, plans,
speciﬁcations, drawings, designs, value engineering . . . surveys, staking,” etc.
Engineering accreditation deﬁnes design as much more than drawing plans

“We conclude that it is impossible to separate the information and opinions in the
geotechnical report from the design of the home. The geotechnical report is a necessary
component of the structural design of a home and is thus integral to the design itself.”
The Hayeses' negligence claims against IGES are therefore subject to the ELS.

Hayes v. IGES
2021 UT 46
Supreme Court opinion:
Independent Duty
●
●
●
●

●

Common law econ loss rule provides exception for duties independent of
contractual relationship;
But in context of actions for “defective design or construction,” the ELS controls.
Whether an exception is available is a matter of applying the statute;
Only exceptions under ELS are (1) for damages to “other property or physical
injury,” (ct of appeals concluded not applicable) or (2) for a person in privity of
contract to sue for intentional or willful breach.
There is therefore no independent duty exception included in the ELS, and because
no privity of contract, no ELS exception applies for Hayes claim

North Monticello Alliance v.
San Juan County
2022 UT 10 (February 24, 2022)
Key takeaway: A 3rd party’s statutory right to appeal a land use
decision under LUDMA does not inherently include a due process
right to participate in the administrative land use meeting/hearing

North Monticello Alliance v. San Juan County
2022 UT 10
Background
●

Conditional use permit (CUP) issued by county Planning
Commission for wind farm owned by Sustainable Power
Group (sPower). Nearby landowners formed Northern
Monticello Alliance (NMA) to oppose the wind farm.

●

Following complaints, the Planning Comm held meeting to
review non-compliance issues with the CUP. At the
meeting, NMA was not allowed to present arguments or
evidence in favor of revoking the CUP. The Planning
Commission decided not to revoke the CUP.

●

On local appeal by NMA, County Commission initially
remanded with instruction to reconsider revoking CUP and
to “allow NMA to be heard.” In response, sPower sent letter
to County Commission informing of potential damages and
requesting that they reconsider decision to remand. The
County Commission reconsidered, and, without hearing
arguments or taking evidence from NMA, reversed itself and
upheld the Planning Commission’s decision. NMA sought
judicial review.

North Monticello Alliance v. San Juan County
2022 UT 10
Lower Courts
●

The district court found that the Planning Commission's decision to not revoke the CUP violated due
process because NMA was not given the same opportunity to present arguments as sPower and remanded
it back to the County Commission. However, on remand, NMA was prohibited from presenting evidence
that was not already on the record and the County Commission upheld its prior decision.

●

NMA returned to district court for review. On summary judgment, the court did not ﬁnd that the County
Commission had violated its order because it had not ordered the County Commission to hear new
evidence. NMA appealed.

●

The Court of Appeals found that NMA had a statutory right to appeal the Planning Commission’s decision as
an adversely affected party under CLUDMA, but was denied due process to those statutory rights when it was
prevented from presenting evidence at the revocation hearing. The majority of the panel of the Court of
Appeals reversed and remanded with instructions to comply with the district court’s ﬁrst decision. (Judge
Christiansen Forster concurred, agreeing NMA had right to be heard, but only as a result of the CUP as issued,
not CLUDMA)

●

County & sPower jointly petitioned for cert on question of whether NMA “had a right to present evidence to the
San Juan County Planning Commission that corresponded to a right to appeal that Commission’s decision.”

North Monticello Alliance v. San Juan County
2022 UT 10
Supreme Court Opinion
●

The Supreme Court agreed that NMA had a right to appeal to the County Commission
under CLUDMA, but disagreed that this right to appeal, coupled with generic language
to “respect the due process rights” of participants to the appeal, means that NMA had
a due process right to be heard by the Planning Commission.

●

Procedural due process claims are analyzed under 2-part test: First is whether party
has been deprived of a protected interest in property or liberty; If yes, court considers
whether procedures at issue comply with due process;

●

Courts have declined to ﬁnd a protected interest where government has signiﬁcant
discretion whether or not to take an action;

North Monticello Alliance v. San Juan County
2022 UT 10
Supreme Court Opinion
●

Zoning ordinance gives Planning Commission broad discretion whether or not to revoke or enforce
CUP, even where conditions have failed to be observed. In such a discretionary process, it cannot
fairly be said that a protected interest has been created.

●

Neither does NMA’s procedural right to appeal under CLUDMA create a protected interest for due
process purposes. A state does not create a property right merely by ordaining beneﬁcial
procedure unconnected to some articulable substantive guarantee.

●

CLUDMA’s requirement to appellate authority to “respect the due process rights of each of the
participants” is not a creation of due process rights, but a directive to respect already existing due
process rights, where applicable.

●

As to Judge Christiansen Forster’s concurrence, “The addition of mitigating conditions on a CUP,
speciﬁcally intended to protect certain property owners, may in some cases provide landowners
with something more than just a ‘unilateral expectation’ of a beneﬁt. But we are simply not
convinced that that is the case here.”

Croft v. Morgan County
2021 UT 46 (August 12, 2021)
Key takeaway: A local referendum sponsor is “prohibited from pursuing”
an extraordinary writ in the Supreme Court and appropriately petitions the
district court when they cannot satisfy the requirements of URAP 19.

Croft v. Morgan County
2021 UT 46
Background
●

●

●

●

Wasatch Peaks Ranch (WPR) proposed new
ski resort in Morgan County touted as being
“more acreage than Vail and more vertical
than Jackson;”
County adopted ordinance approving
requested rezone of 11,000 acres and
development agreement between WPR and
County;
Registered voters ﬁled referendum with
County Clerk, which was rejected because it
lacked required “certiﬁcation” and a copy of
the ordinance.
Citizens petitioned district court to challenge
rejection, and WPR intervened.

Croft v. Morgan County
2021 UT 46
Background
●

WPR moved to dismiss for lack of jurisdiction under UCA 20A-7-602.8(4)(a), which provides that
sponsor of rejected referendum may challenge/appeal decision to:
“(i) the Supreme Court, by means of an extraordinary writ, if possible; or
(ii) a district court, if the sponsor is prohibited from pursuing an extraordinary writ under
Subsection (4)(a)(i).”

●
●

WPR argued that district court can hear challenge only if sponsor shows they are “prohibited from
pursuing” writ, and contended that no such showing was made.
District court agreed, ﬁnding 602.8(4)(a) granted the district court “conditional” jurisdiction, and
because petitioners presented no argument that writ “would be or was impossible,” the court
concluded it was without jurisdiction.

Croft v. Morgan County
2021 UT 46
Appeal
●

On appeal, the citizens argued that the meaning of when a sponsor is “prohibited from pursuing an
extraordinary writ” and whether such a writ is “possible” is answered by URAP 19:
“(b) A petition for an extraordinary writ must contain the following:
…
(4) A statement of the reasons why no other plain, speedy, or adequate remedy exists and why
the writ should issue;
(5) Except in cases where the writ is directed to a district court, a statement explaining why it is
impractical or inappropriate to ﬁle the petition for a writ in the district court;” (emph added)

Croft v. Morgan County
2021 UT 46
Opinion
●

Finding the language to be ambiguous, the Supreme Court interpreted 20A-7-602.8(4) as being informed by
Rule 19 because Utah’s constitution vests original jurisdiction in the Supreme Court to issue all extraordinary
writs, and does not authorize the Legislature to alter that jurisdiction.

●

The Court looked to similar case Anderson v. Provo City (2016), which involved related election code section
607, dealing with local clerk’s acceptance of an actual, circulated referendum. If refused by the clerk, 607
states that “any voter may apply to the Supreme Court for an extraordinary writ to compel [the clerk] to do
so.” There the Court also held that this legislated statute “does not limit either the remedies that can be
sought or the court in which those remedies can be pursued. Section 607 was therefore viewed as
permissive, and did not excuse Petitioner’s compliance with rule 19.

●

Similar to Anderson, here the Court held that a referendum sponsor is “prohibited from pursuing” an
extraordinary writ in the Supreme Court when they cannot satisfy rule 19’s requirements.

●

A sponsor may ﬁle their challenge in district court unless doing so would be “impractical or inappropriate”
and unless seeking an extraordinary writ in the Supreme Court is the only “plain, speedy, or adequate
remedy.”

●

Because no indication that the citizens could have satisﬁed rule 19’s requirements to obtain an extraordinary
writ, the district court erred in dismissing their challenge for lack of jurisdiction.

WDIS, LLC v. Hi-Country
Estates Homeowners Ass’n
(WDIS II?)
2022 UT 17 (April 28, 2022)
Key takeaway: unsigned restrictive covenants are voidable,
not void ab initio

WDIS v. Hi-Country Estates HOA
2022 UT 17
Background
●

The Hi-Country Estates HOA, Phase II, encompasses 2k
acres near Herriman, and was established In 1973;

●

As landowners attempted to develop, they claimed the
HOA refused to install needed infrastructure, or treated
owners differently. In 2013, the Court reversed the
dismissal of a derivative lawsuit in Hi-Country Prop.
Rights Group v. Emmer, 2013 UT 33;

●

In 2015, the landowners discovered that the HOA’s
incorporator only owned one 8-acre parcel of the 2k at
the time of recording, and no other landowners signed
recorded docs;

●

The landowners sued for declaratory judgment, to
dissolve the HOA, and to quiet title;

WDIS v. Hi-Country Estates HOA
2022 UT 17
Prior History: WDIS v. Hi-Country Estates HOA
(WDIS I), 2019 UT 45
●

HOA moved to dismiss claims as beyond SOL;

●

District Court dismissed, ruling quiet title not a
true quiet title action because depended on
preliminary determination that the HOA
governing docs were invalid or void ab initio

●

On direct appeal, the Supreme Court set out to
clarify its decisions In re Hoopiiaina Trust
(2006) and Bangerter v. Petty (2009).

Brief language lesson:
●

hoʻopiʻi ʻāina

hoopii (hoʻopiʻi). 1. To accuse before a court of
justice; to appeal to or for. 2. To sue; lawsuit; court
case; petition.

●

aina (ʻāina). 1. Land. 2. The exposed surface of the
earth as opposed to the oceans and seas, i.e. land; a
county or district, large or small, i.e. a pasture, farm
or ﬁeld; land surrounded by water, i.e. an island; a
continent or mainland, as distinguished from an
island. 3. A farm or ﬁeld. 4. Tract.

●

hoopii aina (hoʻopiʻi ʻāina). To ﬁle suit over land
matters.

WDIS v. Hi-Country Estates HOA
2022 UT 17
Prior History: WDIS v. Hi-Country Estates HOA (WDIS I), 2019 UT 45
●

In re Hoopiiaina Trust (2006):
Where plaintiff grandchildren challenged estate’s personal representative action deeding certain
property to herself, the Court found no SOL applied to quiet title claims because suit was simply to
quiet existing title to property of which they were already the equitable owners against
defendants' adverse claims, and did not depend on other afﬁrmative relief.

●

Bangerter v. Petty (2009):
Owner/occupant sought to quiet title against adverse claim arising from public sale of the property
upon writ of execution from debt collection; Court held that SOL does not apply to quiet title action
where claimant was in actual possession of property under claim of ownership.

WDIS v. Hi-Country Estates HOA
2022 UT 17
Prior History: WDIS v. Hi-Country Estates HOA (WDIS I), 2019 UT 45
●

WDIS argued on appeal that its claim was a “true quiet title” action under
either of two theories, stating that (1) under Bangerter, it is a true quiet title
action if brought by individual/entity in actual possession under claim of
ownership; or (2) under Hoopiiaina, it is a true quiet title action if party
merely requests court adjudicate validity of adverse claim to property to
which party holds title.

●

The Court acknowledged that lower courts had treated the two opinions as
separate quiet title exceptions, when, rather, both cases attempted to give
effect to same, long-standing rule that genuine quiet title claim is not barred
by statute of limitations.

WDIS v. Hi-Country Estates HOA
2022 UT 17
Prior History:WDIS v. Hi-Country Estates HOA (WDIS I), 2019 UT 45

●

A quiet title claim is one to quiet an existing title against an adverse or hostile claim of
another. It is not an action brought to establish title.

●

A prima facie quiet title case has two elements: (1) “title,” or other valid interest, to the
property at issue and (2) a claim of an adverse estate or interest in the property. Statutes of
limitations do not bar quiet title claims if the plaintiff establishes a prima facie quiet title
case without ﬁrst receiving some other afﬁrmative relief from the court.

●

WDIS established the two elements of a prima facie quiet title case against the HOA.
Although the district court will have to determine whether the HOA’s encumbrances are void
or voidable before WDIS prevails on the merits of its claim, the establishment of WDIS’s
prima facie case is not dependent on this determination. Accordingly, the quiet title exception
to statutes of limitations applies, and WDIS’s quiet title claim is not time barred.

WDIS v. Hi-Country Estates HOA
2022 UT 17
On Remand:

●

●

●

Landowners sought summary judgment on quiet title, arguing that the unsigned
restrictive covenants were void ab initio and incapable of ratiﬁcation, basing
argument on public policy from WLA, statute of frauds, and utah caselaw;
District court denied, applying 2-factor test in Ockey v. Lehmer, wherein courts
examine (1) whether law already declared type of contract at issue to be “absolutely
void as against public policy” and (2) whether such contract harms general public.
Court disagreed that WLA and SOF evinced clear public policy against the
covenants, and found that the covenants potentially harmed only the landowners
within the HOA’s purported jurisdiction and not public as a whole.

WDIS v. Hi-Country Estates HOA
2022 UT 17
Interlocatory Appeal on remanded case: “WDIS II”, 2022 UT 17

Held: The Restrictive Covenants are Voidable, not Void Ab Initio
●

Authority cited by landowners do not evince clear public policy declaring
covenants absolutely void:
○ Wrongful Lien Act directs courts to declare wrongful liens, generally
deﬁned as certain unauthorized “encumbrances” on property, as void ab
initio.
○ Court acknowledged that an encumbrance, deﬁned broadly enough,
might include restrictive covenants, but that the narrower deﬁnition of
“claim or liability attached to property that may lessen its value” is more
appropriate, and less likely to include restrictive covenants.

WDIS v. Hi-Country Estates HOA
2022 UT 17
Interlocatory Appeal on remanded case: “WDIS II”, 2022 UT 17

Held: The Restrictive Covenants are Voidable, not Void Ab Initio
●

Authority cited by landowners do not evince clear public policy declaring
covenants absolutely void:
○ WDIS argues that the Statute of Frauds expresses clear policy that
unsigned conveyances and encumbrances “are unlawful and absolutely
void.”
○ The Court disagreed, concluding that the primary purpose of SOF is
evidentiary, not to make all unsigned contracts void; plus, the many
exceptions to SOF cut against argument that restrictive covenants would
be completely void;

WDIS v. Hi-Country Estates HOA
2022 UT 17
Interlocatory Appeal on remanded case: “WDIS II”, 2022 UT 17

Held: The Restrictive Covenants are Voidable, not Void Ab Initio
●

Authority cited by landowners do not evince clear public policy declaring
covenants absolutely void:
○ Finally, Court disagreed that Utah caselaw established clear public policy
making the covenants void.
○ Because a statement of public policy must be clear and “free from
doubt,” cases in which particular covenants are invalidated without
broader statement that such covenants are categorically void is not
enough. The cases relied on simply do not declare that unsigned
restrictive covenants are absolutely void.

WDIS v. Hi-Country Estates HOA
2022 UT 17
Interlocatory Appeal on remanded case: “WDIS II”, 2022 UT 17

Held: The Restrictive Covenants are Voidable, not Void Ab Initio
●

The Covenants Do Not Harm the Public as a Whole:
○
WDIS argued that it was a “well-settled principle that owning land
carries with it the right to exercise dominion and control over it,” and that
“violating this principle harms the public because it calls into question the
fundamentals upon which land ownership is based.” Also, they argued
that failing to hold the covenants void would undermine the accuracy of
recorded documents, upon which the public relies.
○
The Court responded that “generally speaking, we cannot see how
permitting landowners to ratify restrictive covenants violates their right to
control their land.” As for public records, [paraphrasing] other property
doctrines like adverse possession and boundary by acquiescence already
muddy reliance on public records. Plus, if owners wish to ratify
unauthorized documents and are allowed to do so, then the public
records would not be inaccurate in those instances.

Fitzgerald v. Spearhead Invs.,
2021 UT 34 (July 22, 2021)
Key takeaway: equitable estoppel may be invoked as a
stand-alone basis for tolling a statute of limitations

Fitzgerald v. Spearhead Invs.,
2021 UT 34
Background
●

In 2008, Ken Fitzgerald executed trust deed in property
to investment co.., due 2 years later. Fitzgerald made no
payment by the due date, and invest co. had 6 years to
foreclose under SOL stat;

●

7 days before limitation period ended, invest co. called
Fitzgerald about paying note and mentioned possible
foreclosure. Fitzgerald pleaded not to foreclose, gave
assurance of payments, or alternatively proposed
converting note into equity in company that would
develop the property, pitching that the invest co. could
earn more under this proposal than what was owed
until the note;

●

Assurances were not committed to writing; investment
co. claims they did not foreclose before end of
limitations period because of these assurances;

Fitzgerald v. Spearhead Invs.,
2021 UT 34
Background
●

8 days after SOL expired, during another
conversation, Fitzgerald recommitted to either pay
or convert note into equity. When investment co.
asked for email conﬁrming plan, Fitzgerald said he
wouldn’t sign anything until State ﬁnished a
criminal investigation of his father & family(*!*);

●

A year later, Fitzgerald sought court determination
that note & trust deed were unenforceable, and
moved for summary judgment on SOL grounds;

●

District court granted motion, concluding
investment co. had no right, title, or interest in the
property

Fitzgerald v. Spearhead Invs.,
2021 UT 34
Background
●

Months later, Ct of Appeals issued Jeppesen v.
Bank of Utah (2018), which held that dilatory
tactics to stave off foreclosure until SOL expired
could toll the limitations period under equitable
estoppel.

●

Based on Jeppesen, investment co. ﬁled a Rule 59
motion to revisit district court’s prior ruling.

●

The district court granted the motion because it
found a question of fact “whether Fitzgerald made
promises to pay or convert the debt which induced
[the investment co.] not to foreclose within [SOL].”

●

Supreme Court accepted an interlocutory appeal
by Fitzgerald

Fitzgerald v. Spearhead Invs.,
2021 UT 34
Opinion
●

Fitzgerald argued that Jeppesen was bad law because doctrine of equitable estoppel, as applied to SOL, has
been incorporated into the concealment prong of the equitable discovery doctrine;

●

Jeppesen court distinguished the two: equitable estoppel, the court explained, tolls limitations period when P
had knowledge of the cause of action but was induced by ⃤ to delay action until after period expires; equitable
discovery tolls SOL when P does not discover the cause of action because of the ⃤ 's concealment;

●

Juxtaposing equitable estoppel with equitable discovery, though similar in name and function, they are
separate equitable doctrines that are invoked in distinct circumstances. As such, equitable estoppel may be
invoked as a stand-alone basis for tolling a statute of limitations.

●

However, both equity doctrines “evaluate the reasonableness of a plaintiff’s conduct in light of the
defendant’s fraudulent or misleading conduct.”

●

Held: a mere promise to make good on a debt, without more, is insufﬁcient to toll a limitations period
under the equitable estoppel doctrine, even if a party has relied upon that promise.

